
 

Born in Madrid, Nuria Carrasco Dominguez is an artist, designer and creative director 
based in Miami. Over the years she has collaborated on a variety of fashion and art-
related projects and has been the creative force behind numerous Art, Fashion, Theatre, 
Film and Opera productions. She is well known for her bright , bold innovative aesthetic 
and conceptual vision. Her love for literature, antiques, history and art , is always 
combined with her great curiosity and awareness of new trends and futuristic 
technologies.  
Combining her art work as well as her work as creative director for fashion projects with 
her work as costume designer, she specialized on large-scale opera productions, and for 
the past 20 years Nuria CD has designed costumes for Opera, Ballet, Theatre and Film 
and worked in countries such as China, England, Italy, Switzerland, Poland, Spain, 
France, South Africa, Australia, Qatar, Egypt, Lebanon and US. Her scenic costume 
design credits include international productions of Operas Madame Butterfly, Carmen, 
Aida, Magic Flute and collaborations with renowned institutions such as Cairo Opera 
House in Egypt, Timisoara Opera House, Warsaw Opera House and Ash Lawn Opera 
House. 

Like a real new renaissance artist, Nuria CD moves from artistic disciplines at such an 
ease as breathing. From Opera to Fashion, from Theatre to Film, from Photography to 
Art. She switches fashion sketches and fabrics for canvas and oils in a heartbeat. All is 
one. One canvas, one medium, one unique way to express, to create. 

Nuria Carrasco Dominguez latest Art projects are closely related to the concept of 
textures through time and existence. Through her own conceptualization processes and 
experimentation on scales and materials, she seeks to captivate the viewer in a moral and 
sentimental reflection on nature and beauty through the pass of time. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nuria exhibited some of her latest art pieces during Art Basel week at Spectrum Miami 
Art Show 2016 and is as well fulfilling her passion as Art Curator, helping other local 
artists express their unique voice and talent by creating a platform to showcase their 
works at international and national art fairs. 

Nuria is at present time combining her work as an artist with her work as designer for 
a big scale Operatic Project of Opera Aida in Europe, alongside well renowned artists 
and under direction of Mr. Placido Domingo. 
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